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LUCIFER LIGHTING WINS INTERNATIONAL ACCOLADES

SAN ANTONIO, TX SEPTEMBER, 2016 - Lucifer Lighting, a premier manufacturer of precision
engineered architectural lighting fixtures, is proud to announce it was nominated by the
German Design Council for the prestigious German Design Award, where Fraxion® received
Special Mention. Lucifer Lighting has also recently received SSL’s Product Innovation Award,
Honorable Mention in The Architect’s Newspaper’s Best of Products Awards, and both
Architectural Record’s Advertising Excellence Award and Record Product Award.
Fraxion® offers the shallowest recess depths of any downlight in the industry, at just 2.13” for a
fixed downlight and 3.2” for an adjustable, for both insulated and non-insulated ceilings.
Available in round or square with a trimless install, or alternatively in two other flange profiles,
Fraxion® utilizes a unique proprietary and field changeable optic system that integrates
Reflection, Refraction and TIR principals for 100% control of the light. Adjustment is achieved
with a hot-aim, utilizing a unique sliding pivot point with readable degrees of aim that optimizes
center beam optics through the 40° adjustment cycle. US and overseas patent pending
Of these nominations, Ben Mathews, Vice President of Engineering at Lucifer Lighting, says,
“Our family continually pushes product development to minimize designs as much as physically
possible—it has become an obsession! It is something we think about day in and day
out. Whether it is minimal flanges found on our trims or our shallow housings, evidence of
attention to size is everywhere.”
The German Design Award recognizes innovative products and projects, their producers and
designers who are leading the way in international design. SSL’s Product Innovation Awards
selects the most innovative LED and solid-state luminaries in the design field. The Architect’s
Newspaper’s Best of Products Awards honor outstanding products in eight different categories.
Architectural Record’s Annual Advertising Excellence Awards competition identifies the most
effective ads in the market. Architectural Record’s Record Products competition determines the
best new Products of the year.
About Lucifer Lighting Company
For more than 35 years, Lucifer Lighting has created precision‐engineered lighting solutions
with a focus on leading‐edge technology and aesthetic appeal. With product manufactured at its
headquarters in San Antonio, Lucifer Lighting are favored by architects and designers
worldwide, choosing from downlights, light strips, track and spot lights, and landscape lighting.
Luminaires may be found in five‐star hotels, distinguished institutions and cultural venues,
retailers, luxury residences, corporate headquarters and more.

